• IHEP is constructing a 100MeV/100kW electron linac (625Hz/2.7μs/600mA) with standard bunching system for NSC KIPT, Ukraine.
• Initially, the Buncher (B) is a 4-cell TW CI structure with β=0.75.
However, the adoption of water cooling jacket demands more longitudinal space (a longer B) to ease the mechanical installation. Finally, a 6-cell version was fabricated and used.
• Inspired by the idea of hybrid photo-injector developed by the INFN-LNF/UCLA/SAPIENZA collaboration, we propose one alternative design to simplify the nominal/standard bunching system-replace the Pre-buncher (PB) and B with the Hybrid Buncher (HB), which is a combined structure of the SW PB and the TW B.
Pros and Cons
• Pros -More compact than a split system, allows scaling to higher frequency for a table-top system in industrial applications. -Much simpler high power RF system. Some waveguide section, attenuator, phase shifter, RF load can be avoided to lower the total construction cost. -More flexible in the whole system installation and tuning, less parameters need to be adjusted and optimized. -Completely removal of the impedance matching problem during the PB design and fabrication process, therefore the RF reflected power in operation.
• Cons -Slight degradation of the beam performance.
-Demands relatively accurate calculation of the longitudinal distance between the SW and TW parts, which is based on the gun emitted beam energy.
Design Consideration
• To be comparable with the split bunching system (nominal design), the TW part of the HB was also designed to have 6 cells.
• To satisfy the energy spread requirement (<±4% p-to-p) at the 100MeV/100kW linac exit, the bunching system with HB (alternative design) should be able to produce similar energy spectrum as the nominal design, which is appropriate for the downstream collimation process. In the mean time, 600mA beam (70% efficiency) should be able to be obtained after collimation.
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• To accommodate RF field data to Parmela, the initial 2D design of the SW and TW parts were performed separately with appropriate boundary conditions.
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Dynamics Simulation
• With the RF field obtained from the 2D RF design, the bunching system is optimized to check the energy spectrum at the system exit. After several iterations between 2D RF design and dynamics simulation, the 2D version of the HB can be finalized as the starting point of the 3D RF design.
Energy spectrums for the nominal bunching system
Energy spectrums for the bunching system with Hybrid Buncher • By using the bunching system with hybrid buncher, a shorter bunch length can be obtained with slightly degraded efficiency at the system exit and relatively bigger energy spread at the linac exit. 
3D Design of the Hybrid Buncher

3D Design of the TW Section
• The coupler matching of the TW section is based on the matching procedure for the 2π/3 structure proposed by Dr. R. L. Kyhl and confirmed with the field transmission method.
Regular cell (2π/3 mode)
TW field animation (2π/3 mode) • To excite the RF field required by beam dynamics, the needed RF power is~0.7MW.~3% goes to the SW section, the rest to the TW section.
